Youth robs ND couple

Two Notre Dame students were robbed early Tuesday morning in the Stepman Center parking lot. The students, one male and one female, said they were leaving the parking lot when they were approached by a black male in his twenties who pulled a chrome-plated revolver and demanded money from the couple.

They said that when the male displayed 15 cents and an empty wallet, the robber placed the revolver again to his head and pulled the trigger. The female victim said, referring to the movie in which this happens, "I didn't like the idea of doing away with the CLC. I still like the idea of the CLC, because it affords the students and administration a chance for discussion," Riehle said.

Other members of last year's CLC disagree with Riehle's proposal. Both Frank Richard Conyers, Keenan Hall Rector, and Mickey Turzai, senior class president, called for the abolition of the council.

According to Conyers, the student voice is ineffectual. He pointed out that students are here for only nine months, while decisions are made all year. He added that the issues that concern the student body vary with the classes and even the halls.

Clubs and organizations are comprised of students, hall rectors, faculty members, and administrative officials, who would serve as an advisory group to the planned student senate.
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The marijuana that grows wild in the fields of some northern Indiana counties is now ripe for picking, and the same thousands of acres are being harvested and sold illegally to consumers across the state. The yield is estimated to be around 42.1 billion barrels of crude oil, which is France's busiest oil terminal, on the Mediterranean near Marseille.

The problem is that marijuana fields were cultivated in Indiana in the past, and many of the fields now being harvested have been abandoned. The state has been trying to combat the problem for years, but with little success. The drug is sold on the black market, and the profits go to a few wealthy dealers who control most of the supply. The problem is particularly acute in the county where the harvest is taking place, and there are no local laws or regulations to control it.

This year could turn out to be different, for a number of reasons. One is that the composing process of the newspapers has become more complex and time-consuming, thanks to the media. They have to reassess the value of their heavy-duty facilities and consider whether they can afford to keep them running. Another reason is that the media are reassessing the value of their heavy-duty facilities and considering whether they can afford to keep them running. They are also reassessing the value of their heavy-duty facilities and considering whether they can afford to keep them running. The media are now nothing more than a collection of winners, a grandiose winners circle for the survivor of the primaries. Both the electronic and print media are reassessing the value of their heavy-duty coverage in light of this reality, although independent TV stations quite enjoyed the prime-time coverage.

The conflict, rather minor actually, was magnified into a bloody battle by the media. Millions of Americans who would have otherwise been completely unaware of the Republican platform position now know that the GOP has abandoned the plank calling for any new taxes. That's one reason why Kennedy's backers were fully pacified, even if it meant backing down on several issues. That's one reason why Kennedy's backers were fully pacified, even if it meant backing down on several issues. The media have been trying to downplay the importance of the primaries, and they had to find something to promote their accomplishments and downplay its failures. The Democrats, for instance, have been trying to downplay the importance of the primaries, and they had to find something to promote their accomplishments and downplay its failures. They have been trying to downplay the importance of the primaries, and they had to find something to promote their accomplishments and downplay its failures. This has been the usual term, police say.

The incum bent party will usually attempt to promote its accomplishments and downplay its failures. For the Democrats, the former have been easier to come by, while the latter have been more difficult. The Republicans take particular joy in dismantling Jimmy Carter's less than stellar performance. A strong anti-inflation program has been initiated and pursued aggressively, to deal with the long-term causes of inflation. The efforts of the short-term efforts are now evident in inflation being beginning to come down...The record of the past four years is a testament to the fact that the Democrats can do nothing to stop the inflation that is turning the country.

We don't want to ruin the rest for you—it's a lousy story, but a lot of laughs. Perhaps that accurately describes Jimmy Carter's administration.
Netherlands succumb to pressure, desert Jerusalem embassy...

JERUSALEM (AP) — The Netherlands announced yesterday it will move its embassy from Jerusalem to Tel Aviv, joining five other countries in leaving the city that Israel has declared its "inindivisible and eternal" capital.

The decision, by the only European country to maintain an embassy in Jerusalem, left only a handful of countries recognizing the Holy City as Israel's capital and was a serious diplomatic setback for the government of Prime Minister Menachem Begin.

In a statement, Israel's foreign ministry expressed "deep sorrow and sadness" at the decision.

The Netherlands said it would transfer its embassy in compliance with a U.N. Security Council resolution of last week requiring embassies to relocate "on grounds of relevant political factors."

So far, the Netherlands, Chile, Uruguay, Ecuador and Venezuela have officially informed Israel they would move their diplomatic missions from Jerusalem. And El Salvador has told the United Nations it will also move. There are indications Costa Rica will soon follow suit. That would leave only the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Bolivia, Guatemala, Panama and Colombia with embassies in Jerusalem, all in the western sector.

...Israeli minister calls Arab pressure 'blackmail and extortion'

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Yacov Nehushtan, Israeli minister to the United States, said yesterday the Arabs are using blackmail and extortion to force countries to move their embassies out of Jerusalem.

He said the formal annexation of Jerusalem as Israel's undivided capital recently has "created a lot of motion in international circles. The Arabs have delivered ultimatums to many countries to move their embassies out or else."

Nehushtan made his comments at an airport news conference. He was here to address an Israeli war bond luncheon.

"The whole world is watching and doing nothing."

"The Dutch government is in panic because it placed its embassy in Jerusalem out of political convictions. Now the Arabs are twisting the arms of the Dutch to move to Tel Aviv and no one else is helping," he said.

"The whole world is watching and doing nothing. They are succumbing to the blackmail of the Arabs. No one is lifting a finger to do anything about it."

Senior picture sign-ups

Seniors that have not yet submitted their senior pictures will have one final opportunity to do so. Those who wish to make an appointment can call the Dome office at 7524 on Monday, September 1 between 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. The pictures will be taken from Sept. 2 through Sept. 12 in room 2C, LaFortune. The sitting fee is $10.

The Observer wants you to be someone!

Become a typist or be a layout staff member. Paid positions available! Come up to floor LaFortune or call Ann at 8661 to find out more.

Don't Miss It!

ANNOUNCING

THE

STEPAN MALL

in the STEPAN CENTER

from 9 - 5

Thurs., Aug 28 & Fri. Aug 29

furniture plants
dress artprints appliances
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Sponsored by the Student Union Services Commission
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BOOK EXCHANGE
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Book

SALE

Thursday, August 28 & Friday, August 29 1:30 to 6:00, 2nd floor LaFortune

Unsold books and money may be picked up Saturday, August 30, 1-5 1-4 p.m.

Services Commission
Cubans hijack aircraft

An Eastern Airlines jet bound from New York to Florida was hijacked to Cuba yesterday night by three Spanish-speaking men carrying bottles of an unknown liquid, a spokesman for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) said.

The jet, a wide-bodied L-1011, took off from New York's Kennedy International Airport about 9:30 p.m. EDT with 228 passengers and 15 crew members aboard, bound for Miami, said FAA spokesman Jack Barken in Atlanta. He said the men had yelled "Cuba, Cuba!" aboard the plane.

Several planes have been hijacked in the past few weeks by disenchanted Cuban refugees threatening to ignite bottles of gasoline. However, Barker said, it was unclear whether the fluid used in last night's hijacking was gasoline, and there was no immediate word on whether the hijackers were Cubans. The plane, which had been due to land in Miami at about 11:59 p.m. EDT, landed at Havana's Jose Marti Airport at 12:20 a.m. EDT today, said eastern spokesman Jim Ashlock in Miami.

"I would like to think the Cubans will be as expeditious as they have been recently, and hopefully we can get them (crew and passengers) back here before daylight," Ashlock said.

The plane, Eastern's Flight 401, was commandeered over Virginia at about 10:30 p.m. EDT, he said.

Ashlock said about security on future flights, "As a whole we still have is checking everybody on the plane. That's why we're anxious to talk to the crew to find out exactly what happened."

It was the first hijacking since federal officials announced ten days ago that armed federal marshals would ride on selected commercial flights.

The problems, but after six airplanes had been hijacked to Cuba in a seven-day period, all by disenchanted Cuban refugees. During the same period, six Cuban refugees were arrested at Florida airports in two separate incidents and charged with attempted air piracy after containers of gasoline were found on their persons or in their carry-on luggage.

In addition to the "sky marshals," the FAA said it was revising "a number of behavior profiles intended to help airport security personnel spot potential hijacker candidates."

Since mid-June 1979, 12 hijackings have been attributed to Cubans. During the 12-year period beginning in 1961, 87 airlines were commandeered to the communist island nation 90 miles south of Miami.

Few alcoholics receive treatment - study shows

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (AP) -- Half a million people have drinking problems, but only a fraction of them get treatment, the administration of a state alcoholic treatment center told a legislative study committee yesterday.

The problem, created by the 1980 Indiana General Assembly to examine what the state can do about the problems of drug and alcohol abuse, will be by early next month when the recovery rates are low and the level of participation in the field is lowest.

In Indiana there is no single degree program in the social work field that specializes in addiction services, Thompson said. "As a health-care area, it isn't very popular," he said.

"You don't have a very strong sales pitch for people to get into the program" Thompson added, citing that universities are reluctant to set up degree programs in the field because they aren't convinced the enrollments would be worth the expenditures.
Freshmen view first class day

By Mary Fran Collahan
Senior Staff Reporter

Freshmen reacted to their first day of "college classes" quite well yesterday — taking all that was handed and told to them in stride.

Randomly interviewed freshmen said they all expected to get "into the thick of things" at once. One freshman did say, however, that he did not expect to have homework so soon. He then added, "I'm keeping an open mind though, I don't have any other choice."

Notre Dame's academic reputation for heavy workloads has not astonished any newcomers, for as one said, "I knew what I was getting into when I decided to come here."

Freshmen's preconceptions of class sizes were matched by yesterday's first day in the classrooms, as most expected the large lectures and smaller seminars.

Though freshmen are adjusting to classes well, their geographical knowledge of the campus still needs building. When asked if they knew their routes around campus yet, several freshmen simply broke into guffaws of laughter. Those that answered the question affirmatively said they have been "wandering," "visiting friends," and "studying maps."

Several freshmen said they use the dining halls as central points and then attempt to figure out their locations in relation to those points. Still others insisted the best way to learn the campus is simply by trial and error.

Nervousness was also a problem yesterday, half of the freshmen interviewed said they were anxious. The first day of classes, however, did not scare freshmen nearly as much, they said, as last weekend's orientation.

After traveling the long way from home, being picnicked endearingly and meeting the people they must live with for a year, the first day of classes was "a breeze" — these freshmen say.

Hammond not responsible for sewage pollution

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — State Board of Health officials say they can find no evidence that the city of Hammond was responsible for dumping raw sewage into Lake Michigan.

They sewage last week caused a bacteria count 50,000 times higher than the permissible limit and resulted in the closing of beaches at Chicago.

"We don't know what caused Chicago to point the finger at Hammond when Gary and others have similar problems," said J.C. Stallsmith, chief of the Enforcement and Operations Branch of the Indiana State Board of Health.

He said health officials checked with Hammond officials Monday, but found no evidence of wrongdoing.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is investigating the situation, but spokesman Bernard M. Collaran said the agency "certainly can't say at this point" who is responsible.

The Chicago Metropolitan Sanitary District has said the sewage came from Hammond, but the EPA is investigating the possibility the pollution may have come from Gary or other Indiana lakefront communities as far east as Michigan City. Sanitary districts in Milwaukee and Chicago also are being investigated as possible causes of the pollution, said Collaran.

Nearly half of the pollutants were fats, oils and greases, including grease balls as large as a foot in diameter, according to Nicholas J. Melas, president of the Chicago Metropolitan Sanitary District.

Pollutants were found about 19000 feet offshore, between 68th and 87th streets in Chicago, Melas said.

The mass was about 15 to 20 blocks long, according to Melas.

He said water in the area produced 10 million organisms of bacteria for each 100 mil­liliters, or about one-half cup, of water. The level is typical for municipal sewage, he said.

But the rate is 50,000 times the acceptable level of 200 organisms per 100 milliliters," he said.

"It is unlikely that Hammond is responsible for the lake pollution," said Joseph A. Perry, managing engineer of the Hammond Sanitary District. He suggested other communities could have caused it.

The Hammond beach has been closed for 20 years because of a similar pollution problem, according to Michael Davich, office manager of the Hammond Water Department.
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...Poles

edward Babiuch and other top party and government officials lost their party posts in a major government shake-up Sunday. Shortly after the threat of a general strike was raised by worker leaders here, walkouts were reported in the two southern cities, according to broadcast reports.

In Lodz, 80 miles south of Warsaw and Poland's second-largest city, an undetermined number of transport workers
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9 a.m.-4 p.m.—art sale, sponsored by student union, lactorun.
8:35 p.m.—SMC-NR students for Anderson organizational meeting, library auditorium.
7:30 p.m.—film "breaking away," sponsored by student union, engineering auditorium, admission $1.
7 p.m.—comedy act, obtinent neger; and duke tomato and the all star frogs, south quad.

Molarity

JIM MOLY? YES? I'VE GOT THIS PACKAGE FROM ITALY FOR YOU...$328.80.

tHERE MUSI GET SOME MISTAKES, I'M NOT EXPECTING A PACKAGE FROM ITALY.

WHAT WAT THAT?

...CLC

[cont. from page 5]

Conyers also urged student leaders to take their concerns to Fr. John Van Wolvlear, vice-president for student affairs.
"Fr. Van Wolvlear understands students, and the aspects of student life. Students should capitalize on this," Conyers said.

Turzai also showed optimism for the proposed senate. He favored a committee of senators who would be accessible to students who have complaints. The committee would take any such complaints to the administration, and then get back to the students with answers.

For the present time, Riehle plans to convene the CLC for a few sessions.

"There are some problems that need to be worked out, such as the overcrowded housing, and the girls who have to live off campus," Riehle pointed out.

...CLC
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[cont. on page 7]
left their posts. The city is an important textile, machinery and chemical center.

In Gdansk, 195 miles southwest of Warsaw and Poland's fourth-largest city, industrial and city transportation workers halted work and issued demands for better living conditions to the local authorities, Radio Warsaw said.

Lodz has a population of 820,000 and Wroclaw 593,000.

The Wroclaw work stoppage was greeted by stony silence as many of the demands as possible. But he said demands for a separate settlement for their region.

The two sides receded the emotional second round of talks in the afternoon for private discussion of what changes they would expect acceptable. Further meetings were planned later in the day.

Twenty thousand workers listened to the talks over loudspeakers from inside the Lenin shipyard meeting hall.

Jagielski stressed that the government hoped to meet as many of the demands as possible. But he said demands for a 2,000-zloty ($67) monthly pay hike and rationing of meat were impossible to satisfy.
The mood on the Notre Dame soccer team after one week of intense workouts and sessions — including a rash of three-days-a-week — is best described as confident.

Dr. Richard Hunter, the only head coach in the brief four-year history of the Notre Dame soccer team, has sensed a change in attitude among his troops from the same time a year ago.

"I think there's been an amazing change," Hunter said recently after a morning workout in the sun. "There's more seriousness and more dedication towards soccer this year than I've ever seen before.

And Hunter's seen it almost everywhere.

The skills possessed by his returning veterans are better than ever following a valuable month of spring practice last April and extensive summer conditioning and drilling programs.

"We came out of the spring knowing we had a good team," recalled Hunter. "They're more self-motivated now, more competitive, and there's a sense of responsibility that wasn't there last year. They've really worked out on their own.

Prime examples of the brand of dedication Hunter has asked for and received can be found in senior co-captains Kevin Lovejoy and Joe Gunu. "Kevin, right now, is playing better than ever," Hunter heard. And Joe is one of the guys who went home and made himself a better player.

"Hunters, you who have in years past authored the Irish record books with your scoring production, agree with his coach that there has been a turnaround in the past year.

"Last year going into the season, we weren't that confident in ourselves that we could play big time soccer," said Lovejoy. "We were disappointed."

"One of the lessons I've learned after three years," Hunter commented, "is to control my temper and anxiety level. Last year when we had problems putting the ball in the net, the situation mushroomed — may be I put too much pressure on them.

"In 1980, the changes and lessons of the first three seasons may add up to more victories and a long-awaited NCAA playoff bid.

CORNER KICKS — The Fighting Irish soccer team goes into action tonight at 7:30 p.m. in a controlled scrimmage against Grace College on Carrier Field behind the A.C.C.
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